
tuffresh Sediment Filteration Systems

wide range for your specific use

tuffresh sediment filters are available in the entire macro filtration 
range from 2 to 200 microns and in flow rates ranging from 
5 to 500 m3/hour.

tuffresh sediment filter range consists of media filters, bag filters 
and cartridge filters and can handle dirt loads from moderate to heavy 
and are installed as pre-filters individually or in combination to 
suit your requirements.

tuffresh media filters use 10 kg rates FRP vessels and 3 way 
engineering plastic single lever valves that are easy to operate 
along with finest silica media and /or activated carbon.

tuffresh bag filters have a special big blue LDPE housing in both 
10" and 20" sizes and polyweld filter bags with appropriate frame 
backing and pressure gauges.

tuffresh cartridge filters are available in both 10” and 20” sizes in
both normal and big blue types and with a range of polypropylene, 
string wound and cotton filters in micron sizes ranging from 
2 microns to 50 microns.

the tuffresh advantage 

tuffresh sediment filters are backed by the fast,efficient and reliable 
clearwater service. Each complaint received is attended within one 
working day and service forms the core of our corporate policy.

tuffresh sediment filters are always recommended in sizes that 
minimize back washing and are able to take dirt loads as present at 
site as well as fulfill the clarity requirement of the client.

tuffresh sediment filters are serviced twelve times an year and 
performance tracked and remedial action taken to fine tune the 
machine. Training in procedure for back washing is imparted to your 
operator over three sessions as part of the installation.

tuffresh sediment filters are guaranteed for an year from date of 
installation against manufacturing defects. Removing the entire 
media and washing the same and replacing it when the media 
chokes is part of the service and is offered exclusively by us. 

Our other Products:

tuff aquatech pvt. ltd. 303,GS Arcade, 9.LSC, Mayur Vihar II, Delhi-110091

T  011 43052130, M  +91 9811738916, E  mail@aqua-focus.com 

W  www.facebook.com/theclearwaterpage

Dosing Pumps
Domestic RO systems
Water softening systems
Commercial RO systems

and complete systems 
using the above.



some of our esteemed clients

Competent automobiles limited,
Encore capital limited,
Medico electrodes international limited,
Patni computers limited,
Residence of His Holiness the Dalai Lama,
ABB limited
LTS international limited,
The Shahanaz Hussein group,
Raheja developers limited,
The Ahuja residency group,
The Silver oaks inn group,
Rana gill lifestyle limited,
Delta foods limited 
and countless households,restaurants, 
hotels, housing complexes 

components Used

at tuff aquatech pvt. ltd.
we understand water better

Astral fittings
Gopani filter bags

Kirloskar feed pumps
Aster multi port valves

Initiative control panels
Kemflow filters and filter housings 

Structural and Fontus pressure vessels
Premium silica media and Activated carbon

 

and similar renowned brands 
from all over the world  
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